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Advancing our CSR Footprint!
Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to our third e-issue of
Delta Cheers Newsletter where
we have detailed the great work
our business is doing through
people and brands!

Tsungie Manyeza
CORPORATE AFFAIRS MANAGER

In this edition, we have landed some
interesting updates on the Corporate
Social
Responsibility
(CSR)
work
undertaken through corporate as well
as the exciting and consumer facing arts
and sports support through our Coke,
Chibuku Super and Zambezi brands.
We also highlight the wellness, safety
and volunteer activities our teams have

participated in. To cap it all is a show of
how much we continue to be an admired
company as evidenced by the visits from
various stakeholders including schools,
Army and other companies coming who
come to pick learnings.
Ever felt your gut sink with sadness when
the Service Desk email drops in with the
title “Death Notice”. Death is reality and
it is unfortunate that many times it comes
with it permanent adverse changes. This
issue’s guest contributor is Dr. Leonard
Makoni from Christian Counselling
Center who writes on dealing with
bereavement. We all face bereavement
at a certain point in our lives but what

is important is how we manage it and
allow ourselves to move forward. Here
is a refreshing note on how we can face
our new reality following the passing on
of our loved one.
As always, we invite you to keep us
updated on the goings on at your
workstations for us to include your stories
in Delta Cheers.
Here’s to refreshing reading!
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Cheers

ORGANISATIONAL VISION

EDITORIAL TEAM

OUR MISSION:
We bring enjoyment and refreshment to our customers by nurturing leading brands and growing
the value of the business sustainably for the betterment of our employees and communities.

Editor:
Tsungie Manyeza
t.manyeza@delta.co.zw

Guest Contributor:
Dr L. Makoni
Christian Counselling Centre

Contributions to this publication
are welcome.

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES:
• Creating a balanced portfolio of businesses
• Building and nurturing strong brand portfolios that earn the support and affection of our
customers and consumers
• Growing the profitability of the business on a sustainable basis
• Building and sustaining alliances with business partners

Editorial Assistants:
Ropafadzo Manyanye
r.manyanye@delta.co.zw

Photography:
VPCG
Design & Layout:
OXGN Public Relations

Please submit your articles to:
t.manyeza@delta.co.zw

OUR VALUES
• People are our enduring advantage
• Accountability is clear and personal
• We work and win in teams		

Kissmore Murandu
ki.murandu@delta.co.zw

• We ared customer and consumer focused
• We do our best for local communities
• Our reputation is indivisable
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FEATURE

AFTER

BEFORE

DELTA Makes
History at Mutsamvu
Primary School
From small, grass thatched, pole and
mud huts that served as the classrooms
since 2004 to four classrooms roofed
under ceiling is the rags to riches tale
of Mutsamvu Primary School. This
was before Delta became part of this
Chimanimani school’s transformation as
a funding partner. Added to this support
was a 10-hole sanitary unit for students
and staff.

Identified through a rigorous needs assessment process
with the assistance of the Ministry of Primary and Secondary
Education – Manicaland, Mutsamvu Primary School
qualified for the F16 round of the Delta Schools Assistance
programme. In this partnership, and as is the standard,
Delta supported the purchase of all building materials that
are not locally available while the community mobilized the
bricks, sands and stones, water and labour. The resourceful
Mutsamvu community quickly engaged their local MP, Hon S.
Undenge who provided some of the local building resources
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and transportation.
They also engaged the technical assistance of the Zimbabwe
National Army who deployed builders and architects to run
with the project on the ground. Construction took a record
four months and Mutsamvu had four new classrooms, and
10 hole sanitary units. Delta finished off by furnishing all the
classrooms. The total value of the project was $70 000 and
Delta support amounted to $50 000.

FEATURE
Commissioning
of Classroom
Blocks at
Mustamvu
A few months after construction was
complete, Delta, represented by the
General Manager for Audit, Mr. Funwell
Gwiza, facilitated the official handover of
the project to the Ministry of Primary and
Secondary Education and to the Mutsamvu
community. The buildings were received
by the Provincial Education Director, Mr.
Shumba, who officiated the commissioning
at a colourful event hosted at the school
in July.
At the same occasion, Delta handed over
an additional donation of one year’s
worth of stationery for the 350 pupils
at Mutsamvu to the tune of $2 000. The
ladies’ community at Delta Head Office
mobilized four boxes of sanitary wear for
the female students.
The highlight of this occasion was the
gratitude expressed by the Mutsamvu
community. Students and parents organized
songs, poems and short skits in which they
expressed their heartfelt gratitude to Delta
for recognizing their plight and supporting
them in such a huge way. This was very
humbling and equally encouraging
that Delta catalyzed transformation at
Mutsamvu and indeed made history.
Brighter Together!
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BRANDS

Copa Coca-Cola 2017
Soccer Tournament
Rusununguko
High
School
and
Chidyamakono High School are
this year’s edition boys and girls
winners of the Copa Coca-Cola
Under-15 soccer tournament held
in Bindura recently.
Rusununguko defeated Pfupajena
High School 5-4 on penalty
shootout after the match ended
1-1 in regulation time, while
Chidyamakono won the title for the
fifth time beating Mamunyadza High
School 1-0 in the girls final.
The tournament is the biggest school’s
soccer tournament for both girls and boys and
is now in its 28th edition for the boys having
been launched in 1989 and it is in its seventh
year for the girls.
The tournament aims to inspire young
footballers to achieve their dreams
through the game of soccer and
Copa Coca-Cola has produced
many notable football stars who
have represented the country
internationally.
At the end of the tournament a dream
team was selected. Coca-Cola will be
taking the team to the inaugural five-a-side
World Cup in Cape Town South Africa.
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BRANDS

Zambezi Lager
Sponsors
Zim Rugby

Delta Beverages through Zambezi lager brand
recently unveiled a US$100 000 sponsorship
for the Zimbabwe National Rugby 7’s team
which will see Zambezi Lager becoming the
Cheetahs’ Official Sponsor.
The sponsorship will run over the period
2017 and 2018 and will be split into various
categories including renewal rights as title
sponsors for the year 2017, up to US$50 000.
A further US$35 000 will be used for the profile
and reputation of the team through various
marketing initiatives. The remaining US$15
000 will be used to support a tournament to
be held in Victoria Falls next year.
Speaking at the official ceremony to unveil the
sponsorship in Harare Delta Beverages Sales
Executive, Stan Muchenje said: “We believe
the Cheetahs are a special team with special
qualities, that we as Zambezi Larger, would like
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to be associated with as a brand”.
“We believe that this partnership represents
what we cherish the most, it is what drives us
as Delta to sponsor sports, as you are aware
we are into other various sport sponsorships”
he added.
The Cheetahs’ are currently preparing for
the forthcoming 2017 Africa Cup Sevens
Tournament to be held in Kampala, Uganda
in October. If the team reaches the final of the
tournament in Uganda, they will automatically
qualify for the 2018 Rugby World Cup Sevens
finals to be held in USA.
The Cheetahs’ have been the country’s most
successful rugby team, having qualified for
all but two editions of the Rugby World Cup
Sevens tournaments since the inaugural
tournament held in 1993 in Scotland.
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BRANDS

The 54th edition of the Chibuku Neshamwari Dance Festival
was held in Bulawayo at White City Stadium and saw
Ezimnyama Dance Ensemble scooping the first price after
beating ten other groups at the 2017 national finals.
The seventeen member Ensemble walked away $7 000
richer, while Culture Warriors from Harare and How Mine
from Matabeleland South won second and third prizes
getting $5 000 and $3 000 respectively.
Speaking at the festival Ezimnyama director Phibion Ncube
said he was overjoyed by the group’s performance as they
deserved to win because of all the hard work and training
they put in.

Ezimnyama Dance
Ensemble WINS
Chibuku Neshawari

“Our victory did not come easily, we invested a lot as a
group for us to be where we are today” said Ncube. “This
was our second time participating at the competition and
I’m happy we won.”
“Our group, which was formed in 2009, is set to travel
to Egypt in November to participate at an event being
organised by the Chinese,” he added.
Chibuku Neshamwari Dance Festival is a partnership
between Delta Beverages through the Chibuku brand,
National Arts Council of Zimbabwe and the Zimbabwe
Traditional Dance Association. The festival was founded
in 1963 and a number of groups have made names for
themselves on the traditional dance scene locally and
abroad.
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Chibuku Super Cup
2017 Launched
The 2017 edition of the Chibuku Super Cup draw was
recently launched which saw Chibuku Super Cup holders
Ngezi Platinum up against it to defend their title.
Speaking at the event Chibuku Brand Manager Karen
Dhliwayo said, “Delta is proud to be part of the much loved
game of football and we can’t wait to see what this season
had to offer”.
“Delta Beverages has always been a friend of Zimbabwean
football and we remain thankful to all the stakeholders”
she said. “We encourage fair play throughout the whole
tournament and wish all the best to all the teams,” she
added.
The winners of the Chibuku Super Cup will walk away with
$75 000 and will also play against League winners in the
Castle Challenge Cup.
This year’s Draw is as follows:
Preliminary Round Draw
(1) Hwange vs Yadah FC
(2) Tsholotsho vs Bantu Rovers
First Round Draw
Dynamos vs Bulawayo City
FC Platinum vs Chapungu
Chicken Inn vs Winner Of Preliminary Rnd 1
Black Rhinos vs Triangle United
Ngezi Platinum vs Caps United
How Mine vs Winner Of Preliminary Rnd 2
Highlanders vs Harare City
ZPC Kariba vs Shabanie Mine
The first round took place on 23/24 September and the
Quarterfinals are slated for 7-8 October 2017. The Semi-finals
are penciled for 21-22 October while the Final is set for 11-12
November 2017.
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OUR PEOPLE

In this Issue, we profile
the lady Firefighters we
have in the group.

BEAUTY
& THE BREW
A FIREFIGHTERS RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.
2.

Reacting on command of the Evacuation team leader to re-enter a building.
Identifying equipment and places within the Plant that have a high risk/likelihood 		
of fire.
3. Ensuring and maintaining good housekeeping.
4. Familiarisation with the operation of the fire-fighting equipment in the department.
5. Carrying out weekly inspections of fire equipment and the emergency escape 		
routes to make sure that they are not obstructed.
6. Reporting any unserviceable or damaged fire-fighting equipment to our 		
Supervisors/ SHE Department.
7. Conducting basic fire awareness within our departments.
8. Attending Fire team meetings and accompanying Fire Engineers during Fire 		
equipment service.
9. Classifying all the fires to ensure that the correct method of extinguishing is being
used.
10. Assessing every fire emergency situation to determine what actions to take.
11. Conducting Fire Risk Assessments and fire survey around the premises regularly.

CHIPO MADUBEKO

MEMORY TSINDA

TSHIYIWE MASUKUME

NYASHA LESLIE DUBE

Title: Machine Operator

Title: Canteen Attendant

Title: Machine Operator

Title: Assistant SHE Officer

Responsibility: To make
sure that production machinery
runs efficiently so as to help
meet organisational targets and
objectives

Responsibility: Preparing
meals within the organisation

Responsibility: To make sure
that production machinery runs
efficiently so as to help meet
organisational targets and
objectives

Responsibility:
Implementation of Safety
systems within the organisation

Length of service: 8 years
Motivation: I’m really driven
by results - I like it when I have
a concrete goal to meet and
I feel a sense of pride when I
accomplish it.
Ambition: My biggest aim is
to make difference at work and
in my community.
Inpiration: Keep looking to
God, that’s the secret of life.
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Length of service: 7 years
Motivation: Learning new
things has always been a great
motivator for me
Ambition: My ambition is to
be the best I can be at my job.
Inspiration: Give the best
service you can and make your
colleagues happy always.

Length of service: 20 years
Motivation: You are not
what has happened to you. But
you are what you choose to
become.
Ambition: To be the best
Machine Operator at Delta
Inspiration: Educate yourself
to become better at whatever
you do.

Length of Service: 1 year 6
months
Motivation: Setting goals and
achieving deadlines gives you a
sense of accomplishment.
Ambition: To be an Executive
within my field of expertise
Inspiration: If you are
persistant you will get it. If you
are consistent, you will keep it.

OUR PEOPLE
Sibonginkosi Dube
Area of Work: Plant Electrician
Length of Service: 5yrs
Ambition: To sit on the top rung of the ladder of
everything l lay my hands on and set my heart on
Motivation: I am motivated by challenges, l wake up every
morning thinking of how to push back at life’s boundaries
Inspiration: Everything you do, do well.

Lucia Teremayi
Area of Work: Works in Packaging as a Unpacker
Operator
Length of Service: 8 years
Ambition: Working towards being a renowned and most
reliable fire fighter at my organisation and community.
Inspiration: Believe in making a positive difference in the lives of
people in your community and ensuring we all progress in life.
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WELLNESS DAY
at LAGERS
PLANT
Delta
Beverages
Lagers
Manufacturing Plant - Southerton
recently held its two day Wellness
event. The initiative is aimed
at focusing on the health and
general wellbeing of employees,
where they were attended to by
different medical practitioners.
Speaking at the event Delta Beverages
Safety and Health Environment (SHE)
Executive Joel Muzenda said the wellness
of employees is a very important subject
at Delta thus the wellness programmes
are held regularly.
“At Delta we believe that wellness is

not an expense but an investment, so
the wellness day is an initiative where
we focus on the total wellbeing of our
employees,” said Muzenda.
Over the two days, members of the
Lagers community had access to various
health checks which included Blood
Pressure checks, breast cancer tests, eye
checks, dental checks, diabetes tests
and HIV testing and counselling.
The wellness programme has been
instrumental in increasing personal
awareness of health and wellness issues
by employees and it has been instrumental
in reducing loss of production time due
to illness.

When is the Wellness Day at your center? Share with us the events of the day for this column.
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WELLNESS

WELLNESS DAY at
Chitungwiza Chibuku
Super Plant
Delta Beverages recently hosted a wellness day at Chitungwiza Chibuku
Super Plant where workers were attended to buy different medical
practitioners where they got medical checks and were tested for most
diseases.
On the day, there were voluntary blood pressure checks, breast cancer
tests, eye checks, dental checks, diabetes tests and HIV testing and
counselling.
Speaking at the event, Delta Beverages HR Manager Sorghum, North
Peter Jack encouraged workers get tested for all the diseases as it helps
in saving production time to get treatment early.
“As an organisation we have set up these wellness days as part of our
calendar because if diagnosed early most diseases can be managed and
there won’t be any loss of production time due to illness,” said Jack.
Speaking at the same event Delta Beverages Group Wellness coordinator
Sithembiso Maseko encouraged all employees to get tested and know
their HIV statuses.
“It all starts with a healthy employee so we encourage all workers to get
tested and know their HIV status. We have brought all service providers
some of which we might not have time to see because of our busy
schedules so we encourage all of you to get tested,” said Maseko.
Delta has also set up clinics in Harare CBD, at Lagers plant, soft drinks
plant, at Chibuku plant, and at Belmont plant in Bulawayo where
employees can be attended to when they are not feeling well.
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WELLNESS

Grieve Well
to Live Well
By Dr L. Makoni

Life is a series of transitions characterised by losses. From birth to
death we face transitions where we face losses. We lose friends
we will have made at crèche when they go to different schools.
We lose older siblings when the get married or relocate to other
towns and countries for work. Some lose parents to divorce and
remarriage. Some lose property to thieves, accidents and natural
disasters. Others lose loved ones to affairs and jobs. But one
common loss for all of us is when we lose loved ones to death.
Grief is a normal human response to loss of any kind. Anger is a
legitimate stage of in the process of grief. Denial of the reality of
the loss faced results in anger setting in leading to depression. As
one wrestles with the issues of the loss, once they get to accept
that the loss has happened, they begin to bargain or compromise
with that reality to find ways of coping with the new normal.
No two people will ever grieve over the same or similar loss
in the same way. The work of grieving has to be done well to
full completion. Many people short-circuit their grief cycle by
supressing emotions only to take longer having to deal with the
past losses. It is encouraged that we allow people to “Grieve Well
to Live Well” in their new normal. For the rest of this article I will
refer to death as the base loss involved.
In his book, “Coach yourself through Grief” Dr Don Eisenhower,
gives the following guidelines for one to grieve well which may
be very helpful for both individuals and corporates to consider in
helping each other to walk through the inevitable valleys of losses
we all face.
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WELLNESS

1
2
3

FIND A SAFE PLACE – a place where one is free to tell
their story without being judged of fixed to cultural stereotypes.
FIND ENABLING PEOPLE – Not everyone understands
what it is to grieve. There is need to have “grief safe” people
who will allow you to grieve your loss your way at your own
pace. People who are not afraid of not being able to say
anything to you in your deep pain. People who are realistic
about your loss and accept that people (including 		
strong men) do cry when they grieve.
GET RESOURCES – Accurate and
timely Information is of great value
when one is grieving; water and
food accompanied by good 		
sleep and relaxation is helpful
for processing issues rationally
and withstand the physical
exertions of the loss; financial
resources enable one to
access the bulk of the 		
resources needed; 		
bounteous chunks of time
for self will be useful in
expressing oneself fully.

SOME COMMON SIGNS OF
GRIEVING
Learn what is normal in grief and
understand yourself when you grieve. While
there are responses that are common to all people,
remember that each death is new to you, so you have
never walked through it. Yet only you are the expert in that grief
because you are the only one who will ever grieve your way over
that loss.
For most people the following are found to be present
in various combinations and intensity.
a.
Confusion and loss of concentration
b.
Either insomnia or sleeping too much
c.
Irritability and various degrees of anger
d.
Unpredictable and uncontrollable bouts of crying
e.
Fear of being alone in the house or leaving the house.
f.
Frustration that people you expected to close are not
available for you – they don’t call they don’t visit.
g.
Talkativeness – telling the story and retelling it

h.

Physical Symptoms of Grief may include:
• Chest pains or heart problems
• Dizziness
• Dry mouth
• Empty feeling in the stomach
• Fatigue
• Feeling of something stuck in your throat
• Headaches
• Loss of various appetites – food, sex, exercise
WALKING WITH THE GRIEVING
This is no work cut out for everyone. Most of us
would do well to walk with a coach when we
walk through grief, no matter what the loss
is. Most grief situations, especially death
settings, are like riding a roller coaster,
and what is needed is to have someone
by your side who knows how to make
the ride possible.
For those of us so inclined to comfort
those who need comfort, it is a
cardinal rule to refrain from doing what
was done for you that did not help you
through grief. In any situation of loss, it
is almost always invaluable to keep your
silence, however uncomfortable it may be.
Allow the person grieving to take the lead and
show you what support they need. Invariably, in
the silence of your presence, they will start telling
their story, just be present. Acknowledge that you are
listening by grants and nods. Show no shock and judge not.

Bite your tongue so that you do not share how you walked through
your own grief unless asked to do so. Remember that when you
lost your father, it was your father not your friend’s father you were
grieving over. Even if you were brothers grieving over the same
person who has died, the fact that you relate differently to the same
person will affect how intensely you respond to the loss.
In most instances it has been observed that the scriptures and
sermons preached when people are intensely grieving do not make
sense and in some cases are an irritation to the bereaved. This is
not a state of failing faith or disbelief but simply the result of the
paralysis that results from the avalanche of emotions one goes
through. Silence again is very golden in such situations.
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GRIEF AND THE WORKPLACE
At any given moment, a significant number of people in any team are
facing a loss of one kind or another. Without a good understanding
of what grief is and developing effective ways to grieve, grief can
deal a debilitating blow to otherwise competent teams.
Unfortunately, the demands of work and need to create time to grieve
present a tension that is very difficult to resolve. There are times
when the work place seems to communicate that workers should
perform devoid of emotions. Some workers, in fear of losing jobs,
will pretend to be strong when facing grievous situations and cut
short their grief process. They may still lose the same jobs they want
to keep when they fail to cope with the grief. It is highly recommended
that every workplace takes time to work with individuals in grief so
that they support them appropriately and adequately for them to be
fully functional once they get back to work.
The standard three-day compassionate leave when there is a death,
material support and at times even presence during the burial of a
loved one are all very helpful. However, for most people, the time
immediately around the death and burial may be a time one is
in shock and is absorbed by the tasks of the death. Most people
breakdown when they remain alone and everything around them
reminds them of the loss. Most administrative processes are not
fully done with within three days and they form reminders of the
painful loss. Most work places are not set up to allow the process
of mourning as part of the grieving process. For this reason, it is
important for human capital development practitioners to consider
working with their workforce as teams and as individuals to work out
ways that enable staff to grieve well and remain productive.
CONCLUSION
Death is only a breath away for every person. Having something
stolen may happen in various ways, but the loss itself takes just
moments to take effect. This is why we say death is untimely. No one
can ever be always prepared for any kind of loss.
By engaging more openly more often with more people on issues of
death and losses in general, we create the safe spaces and influence
of thinking towards better care for each other in situations of grief.
With grief, it’s true that facing the losses enables you to deal with
the fears related and you can therefore truly grieve well to live well.
Dr Makoni is a Christian Counsellor and Grief Coach.
+263 772 239 486
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ON THE GROUND

Delta Training
Institute
The Delta Training Institute (DTI) is an institution within Delta
Corporation that runs apprenticeship training programmes
and has been assisting in engineering inductions and helps
trainees to align their competences with the best practices in
their disciplines.
The apprentice programme is split into
two whereby the students have to
do the Government generic
trade
training
syllabus
conducted
at
state
Polytechnics
colleges
and then the artisan
training
syllabus
conducted at DTI.
The DTI syllabus
targets to fill in the
polytechnic
gaps
to ensure each
trade profile is fully
covered hence the
two come together
to produce a highly
skilled artisan at the
end of the four-year
apprenticeship.
Candidates must have at least
5 O’ level subjects including
mathematics, science and English,
they also have to undergo psychometric tests
and medical examinations conducted at Delta Corporation
clinic before admitted into the programme.
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There are nine trades being conducted at DTI namely fitting
and turning, electrical, instrumentation and control, motor
mechanics, auto electrics, refrigeration, panel beating, boiler
making and millwrights. After completion of training if there
are vacancies within the organisation the apprentices are
then absorbed but if not they have to look for employment
elsewhere.
Currently the institution recruited 42
students who will undergo a three months
practical induction programme where
they learn hand tools and make
ten different mechanical tools for
their toolboxes. There are eight
training officers at DTI who
impart their knowledge to the
students before they go out into
the field.
DTI comprises of specialised
training rooms in hydraulics,
pneumatics and programmable
logic control, refrigeration and
specialised workshops equipped
with machine shop engineering
machinery, fabrication and automotive
equipment.
The Institution has conducted recruitments
for the apprenticeship programme since 1979
when it was still under National Breweries and was then
known as the Apprentice Training Centre which only trained
engineering skills for National breweries.

ON THE GROUND

Chitungwiza ISO
Certification Launch
The Chibuku Super Plant - Chitungwiza recently
hosted a wellness event at the plant where team
members were attended to buy different medical
practitioners and got various medical
checks done.

Chitungwiza Chibuku Super Brewery recently launched the
International Standards Organisation (ISO) 9001:
2015 Certification Process which aims to improve the
quality of the Chibuku Super Sorghum Beer produced at the
plant and help maintain international standards.
This year the plant will have the first audit called a Desk
or Documented Audit which aims to check if operating
procedures being used at the plant are in compliance with
(ISO) 9001: 2015 standards.
Speaking at the launch, the then Plant Manager, Tazvishaya
Sahanga said that the introduction of (ISO) 9001: 2015 was
very importnant in helping produce a quality product to make
the customer happy, as “The customer is always King”.
“If we lose it on quality, it means we have definitely lost a sale.
We are all aware that our core business is to sell beer, so we have to
maintain quality and keep our customers happy. As the leadership team at
Chitungwiza, a decision was made to introduce (ISO) 9001: 2015, which
is a system that we need to entrench at the plant so that we have continued
production of quality beer with nil recalls,” Sahanga said.
(ISO) 9001: 2015 is a system of 2015 which is a foundation of good business
which aims to set quality goals, understand and meet customer requirements,
train employees and make them aware of their roles, monitor and control
the production process, purchasing quality raw materials and identifying and
correcting problems.
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ON THE GROUND

Barley Farmers
Discussion Day
Delta Agricultural Services Unit in partnership with barley
farmers recently held a barley farming discussion day at
Hunyani Farm in Darwendale.
The objective of this programme is to enable farmers to share knowledge
about barley faming so as to improve quantity and quality of yields of this
vital brewing crop. Also, experts drawn from Delta Beverages, farming input
suppliers, equipment suppliers, insurance providers, Zimbabwe National
Water Authority (ZINWA) and Zimbabwe National Parks and Wildlife were in
attendance to impart knowledge.
Speaking at the event, Delta Beverages Agricultural Services Research and
Extension Agronomist Donald Ruponga said such events were crucial for
farmers and all stakeholders to meet and share ideas on barley farming to
realise better yields.
“The purpose of this discussion is to meet as farmers and input suppliers to
share technical information on barley growing with the intention of improving
yields and quality which will ultimately improve productivity and viability of the
farming operations,” said Ruponga.
Farmer and owner of Hunyani Farm Peter Drummond said such a discussion
is vital to farmers as it provides an opportunity to network and share ideas.
“We are grateful to Delta Beverages for this opportunity to network with the
different stakeholders and share ideas,” said Drummond.
Delta Beverages has been supporting barley contract farming for over 50
years, contracting farmers under the winter barley scheme.
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Designated Driver
Campaign Lake
July Festival 2017
In the midst of the music dance and
merry making at Lake July 2017,
Delta and ZIMPACT held a thrilling
Designated
Driver
Campaign
advocating for road safety for party
goers.

registered at the Zimpact tent on arrival and
then got breathalysed on departure. If their
alcohol level was below 0,08mg which is
the legal limit, they would have passed the
breathalyser test winning themselves a case of
drinks of their choice.

At the three day festival, the designated driver
campaign aimed to promote responsible
consumption of alcohol where teams would
have one volunteer who would not drink
alcohol at the event to be the driver afterwards.
This would be so that those who attended would
get home safely after enjoying themselves at
the festival.

Speaking at the event Ephraim Katongo
Zimpact Event Awareness Sub-Committee
Member said the agenda of the campaign was
to create awareness about the consequences
of drunk and dangerous driving which has
claimed a lot of lives on Zimbabwean roads.

People who attended the festival got a chance
to enter the designated driver competition
where the designated driver for that day

“As ZIMPACT our main aim is to stop drunk
and dangerous driving” said Katongo. “We
are grateful to one of our major sponsor Delta
Beverages for coming up with such an initiative
to help change the culture of drunk Driving.”
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A special thanks to Team Delta listed below that volunteered to make the Lake July
Festival a resounding success.
LAGERS

DTS

SBS

RONTGEN MADONDO

ROY MANWA

PETROS FIVE

LINDANI SIBANDA

JOSPHAT MAPOLISA

BLESSING MAWIRE

BRIAN MAKONI

EMMANUEL DEVERA

TONDERAYI CHIKWANHA

JOSHUA CHIPUVE

LAWRENCE SAOPA

LEROY CHAMBOKO

TARIRO GARWE

GEORGE MATONGO

TAPIWA GAMBIZA

CHITUNGWIZA
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Tose Respite Care Centre Donation
Tose Respite Care Centre focuses on the rehabilitation
of children with severe mental and physical disabilities,
most of them born with their condition. The home caters
for the children during the school term and when schools
close, children are returned to their respective homes. The
professional care and training admistered at Tose always
seems to regress once the children are returned home for
their vacation. This detracts the progress of the children
considerably.
It is against this background that Tose engaged Delta
for assistance with support for training of mothers and
caregivers at home in the basic methods of handling
children with disabilities. The workshop was for the parents

and care givers to get an insight on the rehabilitation
programme so that there is continuity when the children
go on school holidays. Delta supported the three day
workshop held at Tose.
Speaking at the workshop Director of Tose Respite Care
Centre Stella Faranisi said Chidren with disabilities have
the right to have access to basic human rights such as
education and health and it is important for the care
givers to be taught how to take care of them.
“Disability has always been there in the history of
mankind. We cannot pretend that it does not exist so
that’s why we invited all the parents and care givers to this
workshop for them to know the rehabilitation programme
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so that there is continuity when they are home during the
school holiday,” said Faranisi. “This programme not only
empowers the family but also empowers the community to
be able to look after these children.”
“We are grateful to Delta who have been donating to
this organisation for the past ten years for facilitating
this programme,” she added. She also emphasised that
such programmes required to be held often and that they
looked forward to arranging another such training in two
or three year’s time.
Tose Respite Care Centre has been providing relief and
care for people with both mental and physical disabilities
since 1998.

STAKEHOLDER EVENTS

DELTA Schools Tour
Delta Beverages held their annual schools tour at Graniteside and Home of Shumba Maheu plants
where students were shown the manufacturing processes of Delta Beverages soft drinks and maheu.
Twelve schools came through for the tour namely Chirimhunga High School, SOS Heimanngmeiner,
Fatima High School, Fountain High School, Mazowe High School, Mutero High School, Lord
Malvern High School, Ellis Robins, Herentals High, Eaglesvale Primary School, Arundel School and
Budiriro Primary school.
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STAKEHOLDER EVENTS

Delta Beverages this year hosted a tour of Southerton Lagers plant for foreign military attaches and
their spouses who were accompanied by officers from the Zimbabwe Defence Forces. The objective of
the tour which was initiated by the Military Attaches community, was to familiarise with the industry and
commercial activities in the country.
The delegation consisted of military attaches from thirteen states namely Malawi, Nigeria, Lesotho,
China, United States of America, South Africa, Zambia, Tanzania, Angola, Russia, Canada, Namibia
and the United Kingdom.

Foreign Military
Attache’s Suitably
impressed by Delta

Speaking at the event group representative Colonel Oscar Chapula from Zambia said they were grateful
for the opportunity to see part of the country’s infrastructure and how Delta Beverages operates.
“As military we are not only concerned about the security of our nations but also the economies of our
states. We are very happy to see the manufacturing infrastructure that you have here and also to hear
how Delta Beverages has been contributing to the economy of Zimbabwe,” said Chapula.
Also speaking at the same event Zimbabwean Defence Forces representative Wing Commander Tendayi
Abraham Gongera said they were humbled by the warm welcome and said the tour was a good way of
showcasing our country’s infrastructure.
“I thank you for the warm welcome towards this delegation. We appreciate Delta Beverages’ social and
economic contribution to the nation of Zimbabwe and we look forward to coming back next year,” said
Gongera.
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STAKEHOLDER EVENTS
The Delta Lagers Southerton plant
hosted a benchmark tour of the plant for
Northern Tobacco (Pvt) Ltd employee’s
where they got an insight on Safety and
Health Environment (SHE) issues and they
got to attend a Wellness day programme
on the same day.

Northern
Tobacco
tours
Lagers
Plant

Speaking at the event, Delta Beverages Safety and Health
Environment Executive, Joel Muzenda said as Delta they
welcomed benchmark visits as it also helps them in evaluating
their systems and how they are being implemented such as
the Environmental and occupational safety system (EOSH).
“Delta has been a systems run organisation, depending on
plant we have agreed on certain systems that each plant
must run on such as EOSH,” said Muzenda. “Our safety
and health environment finds itself imbedded in a culture of
a systematic ways of doing things and that is our aim.”
Speaking at the same event, Northern Tobacco Chief
Talents Officer, Christine Gumunyu-Manatsa said they were
grateful to delta for the tour of the plant as they got to learn
a lot about SHE related issues.
“For us the visit was invaluable because we are coming from
a background where our organisation is barely 10 years
old,” said Gumunyu-Manatsa. “Our company can learn so
much from organisations which run on the scale of Delta
and it was really good for us to be able to see the systems
which are in place and all the intricate details that they pay
attention to.”
After the tour of the plant Northern Tobacco employees got
a chance to attend a wellness day programme where there
were voluntary blood pressure checks, breast cancer tests,
eye checks, dental checks, diabetes tests and HIV testing
and counselling.
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AWARDS

DELTA AWARDS

BUSINESS WEEKLY AWARDS
Zimbabwe Stock Exchange Most Traded Counter 2016
ZIMBABWE NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Enterprise Development Award 2016
ZETDC MATABELELAND CHAMBER INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY AWARD 2017
1st Runner up Delta Beverages Belmont Plant
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